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Simple, Regular Plan Form 

 
 
 

A seriously indented plan shape adds to the 
exterior surface area (and increases thermal load); 
increases construction cost — and creates 
opportunities for water entry (where folds and 
steps in the roof plane occur). 
 
Therefore –  
Reduce the plan of the more cost ly 
condit ioned space to a rectangle. 
Generate architectural interest with ski l l fu l  
manipulat ion of the inter ior space, and 
more interest ing exter ior massing through 
manipulat ion of the non-condit ioned 
volumes. 
 

Elongate the Bui ldings East-West 

 
 
 

A zero (fossil) energy building on this site will look 
to the sun for its power requirements. 
 
Therefore –  
Stretch the bui ld ing along the axis that 
maximizes the solar i r radiated surface 
area. 
 

Use Screened Porch to both Separate and Connect House and Garage 

 

 
Garages house machines that emit toxic 
products, and sealing garages from habitable 
space is paramount. Better is to achieve the 
sealing by complete separation. But it is very 
convenient in this climate to have a protected link 
 
Therefore –  
Use the screened porch as the l ink. 
(Maybe) f i t  storm panels through the 
winter to temper the space from the cold 
wind and snow.  
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Develop Basement Instead of Adding a Second Story 

 
Primary spaces 

 
Supplementary spaces 
 

 
The design program calls for a similar set of 
Primary and Secondary spaces; rather than the 
more typical requirement for sets of living space 
and bedroom spaces. 
 
Basements in high performance buildings are 
necessarily within the air-sealed thermal envelope 
and therefore have secured temperature and air-
quality. The cost of securing light and view (and 
necessary egress) is (often) less than the cost of 
constructing a second story. 
 
In pursuit of multi-functionality, independent 
access can be more readily achieved to and from 
a lower level (basement) space than a second 
floor space. 

 
 

 
Therefore –  
Elevate the amenity of the lower f loor to 
achieve a fu l ly habitable spat ia l  qual i ty — 
by providing l ight and v iew, and access 
and bedroom window egress.  
Then locate ALL supplementary l iv ing 
spaces BELOW the main f loor. 
 

Sun up — Fire down 

 

A fireplace (of some sort) is desired. Fireplaces 
take space and, in very thermally efficient houses, 
can easily over-heat. 
But such a device is a reliable source of heating 
during periods of extended power outage. 
 
Therefore –  
Put the f i replace on the lower (den-l ike) 
level where space is at less of a premium, 
where there is residual thermal mass, and 
from where heat can r ise (without fan 
assistance) to the heat the whole house. 
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Uti l i ty Spaces along the North Side 

 
 
 

The value of direct sunshine into living spaces 
logically pushes ancillary lesser habitable spaces 
to the north side.  We spend fewer hours in 
bathrooms, closets, storage and utility spaces 
than we do in bedrooms and living spaces 
 
Therefore –  
Locate bathrooms, c losets, storage and 
ut i l i ty spaces along the northern s ide, and 
the bedrooms and l iv ing spaces along the 
south. 
 

Locate a north-side skyl ight (over stairwel l )  to dayl ight lower level 

 
 
 

 
Successfully developing the lower level as prime 
habitable space involves securing daylight — to 
the greatest extent possible.  The southern (non-
grade-entry) side is easier than the northern side 
 
Therefore –  
Use the sta irwel l  (which is drawn to the 
northern s ide) as a l ight wel l ,  and locate a 
skyl ight direct ly above i t  to funnel dayl ight 
to the darker s ide of the lower level.  
 

Reduce framing spans to 16 feet or less 

 
 
 

 
Strength in bending (spanning) is proportional to 
the square of the span distance. Economy of 
structural material and minimizing beam depth (to 
maintain adequate ceiling height with reasonable 
floor-to-floor height that minimizes stair run) 
suggests an optimal span limit. 
 
Therefore –  
Keep the jo ist spans to no more than 16 
feet. 
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Lower Level Entry at Gable End 

 
 

Rainwater, snow and ice are discharged from 
roofs, and will become inconvenient (or worse) 
accumulations at entries — especially lower 
level entries 
 
Therefore –  
Situate lower level entr ies at gable 
ends, wel l  away from roof-dumped snow 
zones. 
 

Elevate the Bui lding 

 
 
 
 
 

A decision to achieve a fully habitable quality of 
space at the lower level will require bathroom 
accommodations at that level. It would be 
highly advantageous to avoid the need for 
powered sewage ejection.  The site grading 
(appears to be) “malleable” — sandy soil can be 
easily moved about; there is space to excavate 
and stockpile; and there is an absence of 
valuable natural features (trees, wetlands, 
ponds, rock outcropping, etc. that would limit 
wholesale regrading 
 
Therefore –  
Elevate the bui ld ing suff ic ient ly to 
enable a gravity f low to a sept ic tank 
and leachf ie ld, and rearrange the 
surface grading. 
 

Extend North Entry Beyond the Shadow Line 

 

The value of direct sunshine into living spaces 
pushes ancillary (entry) spaces to the north 
side. But ice accumulates in the building’s 
shadow making the entry approach difficult or 
dangerous.  
 
Therefore –  
Introduce an entry sequence (a ir  
lock/mud room and sheltered porch) 
that extends beyond the shadow l ine.  
(Note: these spaces are OUTSIDE the air 
barrier)’.  
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Interior Axes 

 
 

Small interior spaces can be made to FEEL 
larger and more generous by linking them; by 
arranging them so spaces are visible from (and 
through) one another; by creating “long views”  
 
Therefore –  
Create v iews that l ink spaces 
internal ly.  Place windows or g lazed 
doorways to extend these v iews into 
the landscape. Places elements in the 
landscape that “focus” these v iew 
axes.  

Extend the South-Facing Roof Plane 

 
 
 

A zero (fossil) energy building on this site will 
look to the sun for its power requirements, and 
after maximizing the EW elongation we should 
look to the perpendicular axis — NS. A shed 
roof is theoretically optimal, but so is a roof 
pitch that sheds snow —(5:12+), and the 
combination would create excessive interior 
volume and a very high shadowing north wall. 
 
Therefore –  
Consider unequal opposing roof 
pitches to double the area of south-
facing roof plane compared to the 
north-facing plane. 
 

Lift the Insulat ion Plane to the Roof 

 

The upper level can achieve a lofty space by 
having the ceiling follow the roof plane — a 
configuration that simplifies the provision of 
top-lighting because it eliminates the need for 
deep light wells through an attic space.  
Also, building enclosure air sealing can be 
more effectively achieved. 
 
Therefore –  
Track the overhead insulat ion plane at 
the roof rather than instal l ing a 
hor izontal cei l ing with a vented att ic 
above. 
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Bookshelves “Support” the Roof 

 
 
 
 

Books are an important part of the life of the 
Owners of this house. They have many of them; 
their storage is a program requirement 
 
Therefore –  
Make book storage a funct ional symbol 
and a focal aesthet ic e lement by l in ing 
either s ide of the centra l (axia l )  corr idor 
with bookshelves; extend the shelv ing to 
the cei l ing; and make the corr idor 
essent ia l ly a L ibrary. 
 

Ful l  PV Coverage on Two Roofs 

 
 
 

This is a solar powered house … and household. 
 
Therefore –  
Fit the solar col lect ing roof planes to the 
power requirements of the house and the 
householders. 
 

Bend the Bui lding 

 

A purely orthogonal juxta-positioning of two 
buildings can be a little severe. Introducing a 
subtle angle adds interest, assists in creating 
exterior spaces. 
In our specific case, canting the house-garage 
assembly helps shield the garage doors from the 
driveway approach (directing attention more to 
the house entry), and opens up the southeast 
facing sunken patio space to the morning sun. 
 
Therefore –  
Bend the bui ld ing grouping by 10 to 15 
degrees, and accept a 5 to 7.5 degree 
cant from due south for the roof planes. 
 

 


